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Office of the
Chief Engineer, Electricity,

Tendering&Procurement,
Kaveri Bhavan, KPICL,
BENGALURU - 560 oo9.
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Date:

1 2 FEB

OFFICIAL MEMORAIIDUM

Sub: Inclusion

Ref: i.
ii.

of Vendor in the Approved Vendors

List-

?020

Reg.

Proceedings of 73'd Vendor approval committee meeting
23.72.20t9.
Approved vide note dt:04.O2.2O2O

held

on

Approval is hereby accorded for including the following vendor in the approved
Vendors list of KPTCL for"the supply of material shown against the vendor.

sl.
No

I

Name of the Firm

M/s. Exalt Engineering
Industries,
8-30/31, Nand Bhuvan
Industrial Estate,
Mahakali Caves Road,

Equipment/
material
Aluminum clamps
and Connectors upto
22OkV voltage class

Phoriq No., FAX No.
and Mobile No.
Ph:O22-28273764

/

283L3764
E-mail: exalt @vsnl.com
and sale{@exalt.co.in

Andheri(East),
Mumbai-400093.
I
Note:
1. The Vendor approval is conveyed based on the records/credentials furnished by
the Vendor. Equipmenti/ttrtateria-ls shall be supplied as $er KPICL Technical
specifications duly obtaining approval for relevant drawings, GTP &
T\rpe test reports from the competent authorities of KPICL before offering for
inspection. This approval is valid for a period df two years i"e., upto
LL.A2.2O22 ancl also the approved Vendors shall submit their requcst ft.r:
renewal of approval Three months in advance beiore the expiry of validity.

2. Vendors shall furnish, to the concerned KPTCL Authorities, all the relevant valid
type test reports of not older than 5 yea-rs, issued by the CPRI/ERDA/MSME/
NSIC/GPRI iaboratories, for the same t1pe, rating and voltage class 'of
trquipment/Materials,, proposed to supply to the KPTCL projects, during drawing
approvals, inspection of equipmentf materials etc. The Tlrpe test Certificates
should be furnished for all the tests conducted as per thd relevant
IEC/IS/Technical specifications of the equipment/maierials proposed to supply
to KPTCL project.
3. Vendor approvals are considered based on the type test reports of sirne/hieher
tytrre, rating and voltage class of Equipment/Materials for which vendor approval
is requested. ;However, before supply of equipment/materials to KPICL
.E
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projects, through EPC Contractors, Vendors shal1 invariably furnish, to the
concerned KPTCL Authorities, the valid type test reports of not older than 5
yea.rs, issued by CPRI/ERDA/MSME/ NSIC/GPRI laboratories, for all the tests
conducted as per the relevant IEC/IS/Technical specifications, for the same
-$pq ra$iag-ee+-:roltege- class of €.quiprnen{Material+ -as speeifie.d- irl-4hc
technical specifications of KPTCL's project and shall obtain approvals for each

project, for the Tlipe test reports, QAP, GTPs and drawings of equipments/
materials, before offering for inspection.
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case vend.ors do not have type test reports for the same t5,pe, rating
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then such Vendors, before supply of equipment/material to I{PTCL through
EPC contractors of KPTCL project, shall conduct type tests as per the relevant
iEc/Is/Technical specifications of KPTCL on same type, rating and voltage class
of equipment proposed to supply for KPTCL project at CPIU/ERDA/MSME/
NSIC/GPRI laboratories in the presence of KPICL representatives without extra
cost to KPTCL and without affecting delivery schedule.
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B

the right to insist for conducting type tests as per relevant '
IS/IEC/KPTCL technical specifications at CPRI/ERDA/MSME/NSIC/GPRI

5. KPTCL reserves

laboratories as and when required though the type test reports are less than

5

_years old.

6. KPTCL reserves the right

to call for any document/credentials for verification

during drawing approvals/inspection of materials/equipment by KPTCL
authorities, to ascertain the manufacturing experience/performance/technical

suitability of the equipmentf rnatertals. Further KPTCL reserves the right to
withdraw/ cancel the vendor approval.issued, in case vendor fails to furnish
valid documents/credentials to KPTCL for verification, supply i of poorquality/defective materials/equipment to the KPTCL projects, poor performance,
poor after sales service, deviations in the technical specifications of KPTCL,
misleading to the Corporation -etc.,' by the vendors, without prior notice and
assigning any reason for such decisi<rn.

r"i
'comply

with the qualifying requirements, Terms and
stipulated for the equipments/materials for #hich empaneled as a
vendor and any amendments thereon, during the validity period of this vendor

7. Further vendors shall

'Conditions

aPProval'

: fi. np,*- y'/,,/r/r-oChief 'Engineer {Electy" },
Tendering & Procurernent.

Copy to:
1. A11 the Chief,Engineers, Electy., Transmission Zones, KPTCL.
2. The Chief Engineer, Electy, (P&C), KPTCL, Kaveri Bhavan, Bangalore
_3-The-C-hief Engineer--Electy-{TA& QC), KPTCL, Kaveri Bhavan;-tsangalore.
4. The Chief Enginber, Electy, (RT & R&D), KPTCL, Kaveri Bhavan, Bangalore.
5. A11

the Superintending Engineers (Ele.), W&M Circle, KPICL, SEE (Tech)

/P&M/RT' Circles KPTCL.
the Executive Engineers, Elec., Major works/TL&SS Divisions,
7.The above Approved Vendor.
6.

A11

8.

MF/OC

KPTCL.
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